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The meeting was called to order at 10.35 a.m. 

EXPRESSION OF SYMPATHY IN CONNEXION WITH 'l'HE RECENT EARTHQUAKE IN ALGERIA 

1. The CHAIRM:AN, on beh3.lf of the Committee, expressed sympathy in connexion with 
the recent earthquake in .~lgeria. 

2. Mr. BOUZARBIA (Algeria) voiced his delegation 1 s gratitude for the Chairman's 
condolences and for the a3sistance his country was already receiving in connexion 
with the earthquake. 

ORGANIZATION OF WORK 

3. The CHAIRMAN notifie<l the Committee, in accordance with General Assembly 
resolution 32/71, of its use of conference resources over the preceding week. He 
hoped that the Committee eould maintain its excellent record. 

AGENDA ITEM 96: PATTERN OF CONFERENCES: REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CONFERENCES 
(continued) (A/35/32 and J~dd.l; A/C.5/35/12; A/C.5/35/L.5 and 1.6) 

4. Mr. GODFREY (New Zea:.and) said that the recommendations of the Committee on 
Conferences over the past three years had been practical and workmanlike and had 
led to more efficient conj~erence organization and controls on documentation. It 
was appropriate that a standing committee of the General Assembly should monitor 
the efficiency with which the Organization conducted its meetings. 

5. His delegation did not consider it was either realistic or sensible to try to 
restrict the special conferences held by the Organization simply by limiting their 
number. It therefore supported the pragmatic approach adopted by the Committee on 
Conferences and its recomntendations 3, 4 and 5. It also endorsed recommendation 2, 
which was no less applicable to the documentation for special conferences than to 
documents for regular meetings. The Committee should continue to keep the matter 
of special conferences un(er review. 

6. Additional guidance Ehould be provided on the organization and convening of 
special conferences. A study of the work of one or two secretariats set up to 
organize special conferences, with the aim of facilitating the preparation of 
guidelines on the issues to be addressed whenever a special conference was proposed, 
would be useful; ways of improving the efficiency of special conference secretariats 
should also be considered. The study might: determine the extent to which 
shortcomings in the performance of a special conference secretariat stemmed from 
deficiencies in the enabling resolution or from insufficiently detailed guidelines 
by the preparatory body; discuss the interaction between the conference secretariat 
and the preparatory body concerned, and between the conference secretariat and 
other United Nations bodiEs or srccializcd agencies in a position to contribute to 
tr.e ccnfr:rence; and consider tte relationship be:hTeen the timing of meetings or the 
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preparatory organ and related meetings of expert or other groups, and the timing 
of report distribution. The study might also consider whether there were any 
guidelines or procedures on staffing and organizational matters that could usefully 
be standardized or codified so as to facilitate the establishment and efficient 
functioning of a conference secretariat; and, most important, it should decide in 
what circumstances a special conference secretariat should be established rather 
than using existing secretariat machinery, appropriately strengthened. The study 
should be carried out within existing resources by the Administrative Management 
Service, under terms of reference to be prepared in close consultation with the 
Department of Conference Services. It should draw on the Organization's experience 
of past special conferences and consider in detail the preparations for one of the 
special conferences to be held in 1981 - the United Nations Conference on New and 
Renewable Sources of Energy being an obvious choice. A report, with conclusions 
and recommendations, should be submitted through the Committee on Conferences and 
ACABQ to the General Assembly at its next session. 

1. The discontinuance of summary records for certain bodies had, apparently, been 
accompanied by an increase in the number of documents issued on time. If the 
improvement was not evident to all, it might be because the documents that 
continued to appear late included those that delegations most wanted; and that in 
itself might reflect on the val~e of some of the reports which were distributed 
year after year at the request of delegations. Nevertheless, too many important 
documents were still not available when they should be, and the explanations 
offered for the delays were in many cases less than adequate. Next year, the 
Committee on Conferences should seek to ascertain why that was so and should 
determine to what extent the experimental suspension of summary records had 
achieved its objective. 

8. The reluctance of some bodies to consider meeting less often or for shorter 
periods was a sad commentary on the low priority they attached to effectiveness 
and efficiency. In time there might be a change of attitude; meanwhile, the 
Committee on Conferences should continue its efforts to treat the symptoms, while 
considering ways of curing the disease. 

9. Should the Committee on Conferences reach the stage where there was nothing 
more it could usefully do, it should be prepared to recommend its own dissolution, 
resisting the temptation to take on additional responsibilities simply in order 
to justify its existence. The cost of conference services and the need for 
economy would always be vital factors in its deliberations, but the Committee 
should not try to usurp the role of financial or budgetary organs; its task was to 
provide practical recommendations on improving conference organization in all its 
aspects. 

10. Mr. MAL'KO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) remarked that the Committee 
on Conferences had more or less abided by the mandate given to it in General 
Assembly resolution 34/50. It was clear that overprogramming had had beneficial 
results, and his delegation therefore supported the Committee's recommendation to 
the Secretary-General that he should continue applying maximum overprogramming. It 
also supported measures to control and limit the volume of documentation. 
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11. The draft guide:Lines on the preparation, organization and serv1.c1ng of special 
conferences prepared by thn Committee would, if adopted, enhance the efficiency of 
United Nations conference activities. Nevertheless 1 his delegation was concerned 
to note that the operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution proposed by the 
Committee in paragraph 70 of report (A/35/ ) represented a retreat from the 
General Assembly's previoun resolve to hold no more than one major 
conference in any one year.. It was? in addition, disappointed to learn that about 
one third of the time alloi~ted to\United Nations bodies was wasted owing to 
meetings' starting late, ending early and being cancelled. 

12. ~mile not wishing to detract from the Committee's achievements, he did not 
believe could be said to have carried out the entire mandate given to it under 
resolution 32/72. Thus far the Committee had shunned the task of recommending to 
the General Assembly means of ensuring the optimum apportionment of conference 
resources, facilities and ~;ervices. It was inexplicably reluctant to entertain the 
possibility of a system providing for an optimal, balanced allocation of resources 
among the various fields o:: United Nations activity, or to consider the future 
requirements of the Jrgani:~ation for conference and facilities and make 
recommendations on improving the co-ordination of conferences within the United 
Nations Yet, in h:~s delegation's view, those were the problems to which 
the should devott: priority; if its mandate was to be renewed, they must 
be on the ae:enda. It did neem, however, that certain delegations' doubts as to the 
utility of prolonging the Committee 1 s mandate were not without f01mdation. 

13. The Committee must stop concentrating its attention on matters that were the 
responsibility of the Secretariat. It should be instrumental in restraining the 
growth in the number of conferences, particularly in view of the saturated meeting:: 
schedule and the limited conference servicing facilities available. His delegation 
was still in favour of freezing conference resources at their current level and 
financing any new meetings and conferences out of resources made available through 
a review of priorities and the elimination of obsolete, marginal and ineffective 
programmes. 

14. (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that the Committee on Conferences was 
too new a body for delegat:Lons to be able to pass definitive judgement on its 
performance. He hoped tha·~ it would be allowed to do its work effectively, with 
the co-operation of all concerned. 

15. The harm done to the Organi by the documentation problem was indisputable. 
His delegation therefore s11pported the enforcement of the 32-page rule discussed 
in paragraph of the Co~nittee's report (A/35/32) and believed that such 
exceptions to the rule as might be necessary should be specific and kept to 
an absolute minimum. Any delays the publication of documents should be 
considered entirely the re.3ponsibility of the Secretary-General, particularly since 
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delegations had not received acceptable explanations for such delays from the 
bodies concerned. Some documents, moreover, were available on time only in certain 
languages, placing at a disadvantage those delegations which were forced to study 
topics in a language with which they were not fully conversant. Even if 
delegations were willing to co-operate for the sake of the Organization, the matter 
must be resolved. Consequently, his delegation endorsed recommendation 2 of the 
Committee on Conferences. 

16. His had always favoured sensible and justified economies and had 
therefore supported the Secretary--General's proposals to control and limit 
documentation, including the decision to suspend summary record coverage for some 
bodies. But although summary records had been suspended, delays in the issuance 
of other documentation persisted. His delegation had expected better, and believed 
that the entire matter should be studied in depth, particularly since the 
experimental period had shown that the suspension had been easier to cope with 
some bodies than in others. In the of requests by some committees for their 
sum~ary records to be restored, coverage of at least some discussions in major 
bodies should be resumed until the matter had been fully investigated. 

17. The system of overprogramming had proved successful in cutting down the 
wastage in conference resources resulting from cancellations of meetings. His 
delegation endorsed the Secretary-General's intention to continue overprogramming 
and, in that connexion, supported recommendation 1 of the Committee on Conferences, 
hoping that the Committee's following report would contain further information on 
both the advantages and the disadvantages of overprogramming as a system. 

18. Finally, his delegation urged the adoption of the draft resolution 
recorr~ended to the General Assembly in recommendation 5 of the Committee on 
Conferences. 

19. (Peru) said that, while the Committee on Conferences had 
recommended the continued use of overprogramming, the objective of making 
better use of conference resources should be reinforced by providing statistics on 
the potential benefits, notably the on freelance translators and 
interpreters. 

20. Delays in the issuance of documentation in the official languages of the 
United Nations were a major problem. Efforts should be made to resolve the matter 
once and for all and to end the practice of issuing documents on the very day they 
were to be considered. In many cases, documents available in other languages came 
out late in , a fact that smacked of discrimination. 

21. His delegation fully supported recommendations 3, 4 and 5 of the Committee on 
Conferences. Despite the Committee's efforts, the number of meetings continued to 
grow year by year. The problem needed to be solved since it was immensely costly 
and at times caused imbalances in the budget. As a developing country, Peru 
always supported any conference that serve to promote progress and economic 
well-being, but 1vas also aware of the need to cut dovm on that failed to 
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attain their objectives or ran on unduly without yielding positive results. It 
thus fully supported the ideas advanced in recommendation 5 of the Committee on 
Conferences, as well as th·~ steps taken to control and limit documentation wherever 
that did not mean deprivin,~ United Nations bodies of essential services. 

22. Mr. MAJOLI (Italy) said that the main consideration in the field of conference 
services was to save time, effort and money so as to increase the efficiency of the 
United Nations. The ever-.:~xpanding number of meetings and the increasing flow of 
documents created difficul·~ies for all Member States, but especially for those which 
could not send large delegations to the meetings of United Nations bodies, strained 
the finances of the Organi:~ation and gave credence to the exaggerated but widely
held view that the United Nations was drowning in a flood of talk and paper. 

23. Yet, it often h9.ppened that the very delegations which complained about the 
unbearable burden of meetings and unmanageable volume of documents called for more 
meetings, conferences, bod:~es and reports whenever a problem arose. The best, and 
perhaps only, way to counteract that trend was to accord adequate power to the 
Committee on Conferences, 11hich had an appropriate geographical distribution, and 
to abide by its recommenda~~ions. 

24. His delegation approved of the working procedures adopted by the Committee, as 
described in paragraph 6 o:~ its report. It also welcomed the wholesome practice, 
described in paragraph 12, of approving additions to or changes in the conference 
programme on the understanding that any additional expenditure should be met from 
within the approved 'budgetary appropriations. 

25. While his delegation endorsed recommendation l, it felt that in some cases 
overprogramming might res~.t in the maintenance of costly resources on a stand-by 
basis which might remain unutilized because an overcharged programme was likely to 
inhibit delegations :from taking part in discussions. Accordingly, there was a need 
for moderation in the appl:.cation of overprogramming. 

26. His delegation also a~:;reed with recommendation 2, provided that reports on the 
state of preparedness of documentation did not turn out to be new lengthy 
documents themselves. 

27. Referring to the guidelines on special conferences set out in recommendation 3, 
he observed that there wouJ.d always be initiatives to convene special conferences 
and, once such an initiati,·e had been taken, it was difficult for it not to be 
approved. In his view, the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council 
remained the most appropriLte forums for dealing with any subject. Convening 
special conferences too often would reduce the impact of such conferences and 
give rise to repetitious fc•llow-up debates at the regular sessions of the General 
Assembly. The work connected with the convening of a special conference 
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distracted the Secretariat from its regular tasks or, even worse, required 
additional personnel. His delegation fully agreed with the proposed guidelines 
for the control and limitation of documentation for special conferences and trusted 
that the Secretary-General would see to it that they were strictly enforced. It 
was his delegation's understanding that the guidelines relating to the conference 
phase (recommendation 3) were to be observed within the framework of the General 
Assembly's rules of procedure. 

28. His delegation had no objection to the approval of the draft resolution 
recommended by the Committee on Conferences for adoption by the General Assembly. 
He concurred with the spirit of the remarks concerning the elimination of summary 
records made by the Under-Secretary-General for Conference Services and Special 
AssiGnments at the llth meeting. Informal negotiations prior to the formal 
meetings should become the standard practice for all United Nations bodies. He 
shared the view that the duration of a body's session was not necessarily evidence 
of its importance. 

29. Mr. JASABE (Sierra Leone) said that, given the critical financial situation 
of the Organization, it was imperative to adopt policies promoting the economic use 
of its limited resources. Accordingly, the Committee on Conferences should 
continue to approve reqliests for intersessional departures from the approved 
calendar of conferences only on the understanding that any additional expenditure 
involved would be met from within the approved budgetary appropriations. The 
Secretariat could continue to deal with those departures which did not have 
financial or administrative implications, as well as policy matters which did not 
entail significant administrative changes. 

30. While appreciating the constraints on efforts to improve the utilization of 
conference resources, his delegation believed that the Secretary-General, acting in 
concert with the Committee on Conferences, should continue to seek better ways to 
ensure greater efficiency in the zation of conference resources. A 
20-per-cent rate of overprogramming should be adequate. More attention should be 
paid in that connexion to speeding up the recruitment and training of conference 
staff, since the ccntinued hiring nf freelance staff provided nnoti:e:c or-;;-.crtc;.nity 
to circumvent recruitment regulations. 

31. The results of the reviews undertaken by the Chairman of the Committee on 
Conferences in consultation with the Chairmen of subsidiary bodies should be fully 
reflected in the draft calendar of conferences for 1982-1983. 

32. While appreciating the difficulties involved, his delegation wondered how long 
it would take the Secretariat to comply with the provisions of resolution 34/50 
relating to the control and limitation of documentation. 
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33. It continued to suppo:c-t the decision taken by the General Assembly to eliminate 
summary records for certain subsidiary bodies, and, while appreciating the case made 
by some subsidiary bodies for the reinstatement of summary records for their 
meetings in view of the special nature of their functions, believed that the General 
Assembly and the Committee on Conferences should be sparing in granting exceptions. 
The United Nations should attribute equal importance to legal, political and 
economic matters. His delf~gation therefore would be reluctant to support the 
Secretary~-General 's recommendation in paragraph 9 (b) of document A/C. 5/35/12. 

34. The length of documen;;s could be substantially reduced if they contained less 
background material and fe11er details. Hith regard to the late issue of documents, 
he agreed that full explanations should be given in documents on the state of 
preparedness of documentat:~on. In order to cut down on the number of copies 
issued, delegations should pick up documents at their missions wherever possibles 
instead of requesting addii;ional copies from the documents distribution officers 
in the meeting rooms. 

35. The question of strearuining the agenda of sessions was receiving full 
consideration in a number of United Nations bodies. It was essential for all organs 
and subsidiary bodies to address themselves to such matters as the identification 
of questions requiring decision at the following session, the possibility of 
refraining from discussing progress reports unless specifically requested to do so, 
the possibility of adoptinc; a biennial system of reporting in respect of certain 
items, the possibility of reducing the number of documents by distinguishing 
between questions which hacL policy implications and those which could be left to 
the Secretariat, the incre!:.sing referral of work to ad hoc committees, and the 
strengthening of the role c•f committee officers with respect to the organization of 
work. 

36. An important innovaticn adopted by ill~DP, which the Committee on Conferences 
might wish to recommend to other bodies, was the full summary on the cover page of 
all documents indicating ir. which areas action was called for, the nature of such 
action and the financial in~lications. 

37. On the whole, his delegation supported the recommendations of the Committee on 
Conferences in paragraph 7C of its report~ and concurred with the position taken by 
that Committee with regard to arrangements for the tenth session of the Third United 
Nations Conference on the Ia1.r of the Sea. 

38. The failure of special conferences led to disenchantment and even increased 
volatility when the sense cf unity of a large group was continuously disregarded. 
The problem was not that the terms of reference of special conferences had not been 
properly defined but rather that there had been an unwillingness to negotiate 
matters of common interest. His delegation accepted the guidelines for spcial 
conferences recommended by the Committee on Conferences and looked forward to the 
submission of standard rules of procedure by the Secretary-General at. the thirty
sixth session. 

39. The United Nations should avail itself of invitations from Governments to hold 
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conferences a,way from Headquarters, especially in vievr of the difficulties which 
some delegations encountered in meeting the cost of accommodation in most 
established duty stations. 

40. !J!...!-AI'10R:Q~ (Uruguay) said that his delegation was pre:oarec to endorse the 
recommendations of the Committee on Conferences, subject to such modifications o.s 
the Assembly might approve, ally regard to the tenth session of the 
Third United Nations Conference on the Lau of the Sea~ 

41. His delegation noted w·ith satisfaction the vrorl~ done by the Committee on the 
question of the planned and actual duration of the sessions of subs orr;ans 
and the question of guidelines for the preparation and zation of special 
conferences. 

It 1-ras indicated in the draft revised calendar of conferences and 
for 1981 that the venue of the nineteenth session of ECLA hac. to be cletermined. 
However, ECLA had already accepted the invitation of his Government to hal( the 
session in Hontevideo, and he requested that the draft calendar of conferences 
should be revised to reflect that fact. 

43. !~r. PAPENDORP_ (United States of America) said that the report of the 
Committee on Conferences was very clear and con2prehensive and that his ion 
coul<:i heartily support the recommendations set out in it. IIe w-as particularly 
pleased that the Committee had practised vrhat it preached by producinc; g report 
that had been available to Member States vrell before the of the session, 

44. His Clelegation was disappointed at the responses received by the Chairrr1an of 
the Committee on Conferences to the communications he had aodressed to those 
United Nations bodies that appeared to have a high incidence of late startine;, 
early adjournment or cancellation. The main cited in those responses \Tas 
that delicate political circumstances required informal consulta,tions. TTnile 
recognizing the importance of such consulta.tions and their contribution to the 
work of the Unite(l_ 1Iations, he believed that they should be scheduled in a manner 
which economized, rather than squandered, costly conference servicing resources. 

t15, The Secretariat had a finite capacity to process the increas volume of 
documentation requested, sometimes in an almost haphazard manner, by some 
representatives in various intergovernmental Each page of documentation 
entailed a heavy cost in terms of staff time, use of equipment, and materials encl 
supplies consumed, 

46, He commended the secretaries of the Second Committee BJ.J.c1 the Economic and 
Social Council for the manner in which they had sought to comply l·rith the 
resolutions of the Council and Assembl~r ai;11ed at rationalizinp: documentation and 
ensuring that documents were circulated sufficiently in advGnce of the meetings of 
intergovernmental bodies to enable Member States adeauately to prepare for those 
meetings. 
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h7 . It was evident t hat one of t he major r easons for the l ate i ssue of 
documentation was the hea'~ volume of repor ts ; stricter compliance with the 
provi sions of General Assembly resolution 33/ 56 relating to t he length of documents 
would mit i gate some of thE· pr obl ems. Anothe r r eason 'IoTas the late submission by 
Governments of vie,.,s reqUE!sted by the Secretariat. Yet another reason somet i mes 
cited for delays was the rteed to obtain clearances within the Secretariat. The 
appropriate exercise of ac~inistrative and executive respons i b i lities and authority 
should ensure that report~ vrere d r afted with sufficient lead time t o permit 
adequate clearance vii thin the Secr etariat . Drafts of documents sent f or r eview 
should be accor ded high pt·iority i n substant ive departments . The General Assemb ly 
should be pr ovided l·rith rEasons, not excuses, for del ays in the i ssue of 
documentati on. Uni ted Nat i ons bodi es would then have an accurate idea of who, o r 
what, was at f ault when a document \vas late and, even more important, Secretariat 
officials could dra"' the froper conclusions f rom such informat ion so that t h e same 
mistakes would not be repeated. 

48. The proposed ~1idelines fo r special conferences would lead to the more 
effective a nd more economical function i ng of the United Nations , and should enabl e 
pr eparatory bodies and the Secretariat uni ts conce r ned to devote more time to 
substantive r athe r than procedural matters. The draft r ules of procedure vrhich 
the Secretary- General had been requested to submit to the next s ession would 
enable spec i al con f,~i·ences to deal '1-Tith t heir s ubstant ive agenda items more 
quickly. 

49 . Hhile the Committee on Conferences mi ght not have operated perfectly since its 
establishment, it had hel ped to bring about improvements in the vTork of the United 
Nat i ons. Things \YOuld undoubt edly have been much worse vrithout the contribut i on 
of the Committee . The mandate l aid down for t he Committee by the General Assembly 
in resolution 32/72 cont inued to be valid. 

50 . '•li th r egard to arrangements for the tenth session of the Third United Nations 
Conference on t he La1r of t:1e Sea, his delegat ion was committed to t he early and 
su<.:cess ful conclus ion of t :1e work of t he Confe r ence and had no pr e ference between 
Ne,., York and Geneva as the venue for that sessi on. There \ve r e, however , competing 
demands for availab le conf~rences services, and the possibil ity that the global 
negot i ati ons miGht be held at Head9.uarters int r oduced a neH fact0r . Accordingly, 
a decision on the matter s '1ould be taken in the light of the administrative and 
financial consequences of rescheduling meetings due to take place in New Yorl~ . 

His delegation hoped that · ~he Secretary- General vrould be able to submit a 
stateme nt of administrati v· ~ and financi al implications to the Assembl y at the t ime 
it consider ed the r equest i.n document A/35/500 . 

51. The expe riment involv.i.ng the elimination of summary records for certain 
subsidiary bodies had been successful , ar.d his deleeation supported the 
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Secretary-General's recommendation on that matter in paragraph 9 of his report 
(A/C.5/35/12). The resources released as a result of the discontinuance of summary 
records should be used to improve the timeliness of other documentation. His 
delegation was aware, however, that Secretariat units outside the Department of 
Conference Services and Member States bore considerable responsibility for the 
late issue of documentation, Accordine;ly" efforts were required on a broad front 
if the documentation problem "1-Tas to be solved. 

52. Mr. HILLEL (Israel) , congratulating the Committee on Conferences on its 
concise, action-oriented report, noted that in many instances expensive resources 
allocated to subsidiary orc;ans I·Tere not adequately utilized. Approximately one 
third of the time allotted was Hasted, and the results of conferences were often 
far from tangible. His delec,ation therefore fully supported the efforts of the 
Committee on Conferences and of the Acl_ Hoc Committee on Subsidiary Organs to reduce 
the duration and frequency of meetings of subsidiary organs' ano. hoped that the 
results would be duly reflecteo_ in the next revised calendar of conferences. 

53. It welcomed the recommendation that the Secretary-General should continue to 
apply overprogramminc; to the maximum extent feasible, and supported reco~_endations 
3 and 5 rcferrinc; to the preparation, organization and servicing of special 
conferences and preparatory meetings, It noted, however, that the improvement of 
technical facilities alone vas insufficient;, greater villingness Has required on 
the part of all participants to tal-:e full advantage of existing facilities and to 
make productive use of the available time reserved for conferences, Efforts 
should be made to eliminate the practice of scheduling consultations which 
conflicted 1rith forr!l.al meetings and interfered with the approved schedule. His 
delec;ation recognized the need for caucus consultations~ hm.rever, as far as 
official meetings of the Organization - "1-Thether preparatory or not - were 
concerned, the principles of sovereign equality and universality should be strictly 
applied. 

5Lf. Exceptions to the elimination of summary records for subsidiary bodies Here 
unjustified except in those instances \·There the exact lee;al vrording uas of the 
essence. 

55. His clelegc.tion recognize(l the need for ctepartures from the approved calendar 
of conferences and for 2~ flexible frame1vork to take account of developments in 
off--budget years, such as the forthcor,1ing convening of the tenth session of the 
Third United Nations Conference on the La.H of the Sea and the le.unching of the 
e;lobal negotiations. In his C.:celec;ation 1 S opinion the Committee on Conferences 1vas 
not sufficiently utilized as an effective tool in exercising control over the 
Organization 1 s many conference activities. Governments represented on that 
Committee should become more deeply involved in the actual process of establishing 
the frameHork for conferences. the vast resources allocated "1-Tere, after all, 
provided by l~ember States, and they should be directly involved in improving 
Derformance in that area. Certain conferences, like other activities, had over 
the years become increasingly marginal, ineffective and even obsolete: he hoped 
that a continuous, persistent effort by the Committee on Conferences would result 
in greater ef'fectiveness. One 1ray of im1)rovinc; performance might 'be to establish 
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a compact pror,ramme of conferences which irould concentrate on essential meetings 
capable of producing results and vould stay within the limits of available 
resources. 

56. (Hungary) :::Jbserved that the task of co-ordinatine; the various 
conferences to take due account of the five priorities of the Organization and to 
ensure the effectiveness of forums :for international nec;otiations was particularly 
urc;ent in the peri:::>d of intensive international political activity. 'I'he 
report of the Comraittee on Conferences reflected the \·rill to implement the 
relevant General Assembly resolutions concerning the pattern of conferences, His 
delegation fully supporced the Committee 1s action in only approving departures from 
the approved calendar on t 1e understanding that any additional expenditure could 
be met -vrithi:r the approved budgetar.r appropriations for the biennium 1980~,1981. 
It 1ras noted that action t :tken in the field of overpror;n::unming had proved effective 
in reducinc; the negative i:npact of cancellations of scheduled meetings and 
improvinc; the utilization •)f conference resources. Hmrever, he believed that the 
duration of sessions of su·)sidiary orc;ans could be shortened by more careful 
preparation and :fewer canc·::llations or early adjournments of meet In that 
connexion, he hoped that t:1e Fifth Comr:1ittee vould heed its Chairman 1s appeal for 
punctuality, Sessions could also be used more effectively if documentation was 
issued on time. 

57. Hllile ex:;)ress sati:;faction at the results achieved in the control and 
limitation of documentation., he emphasized that the six·-~ueelc rule uas often no 
more than a drean and rarely l·ras there any offer of explanation for delays, He 
therefore endorsed recommenclation 2 as the ver.r least delegations should 
He hoped that the near "uture all docu.rnents >muld be sued on time. 

On the subject of special conferences, he emPhasized the importance of the 
priorities of the United Hations, the si:snificance of co--.ordination and 

, and the need "or full impleraentation of relevant General Assembly 
resolution::. The Connnitte(; on Conferences shoulil. have concentrated on the 
co··Ordination of conferences and, if necessary" on the limitation of special 
conferences, rather than on rationalization? Hhich vas the tasl~ of the Secretariat. 
Its future 1rorl<:: should focus on the Orp;anization's five priority areas of activity 
vri th a view to controllinr.; and halting the enormous increase in the number of 
meetings and conferences that did not fall vlithin those areas. He hoped that the 
General Assembly -vmuld adO}lt the set out in recommendation 3. 

59. Finally" he expressed support for the Secretary-General 1 s recommendations in 
document A/C. 5/35/12, and ho!Jec~ that they 1muld have been implemented by the next 
session. 

60. (I.1ala\?i) r; aid that the Cormni ttee on Conferences had done good work 
within its terms of reference, lJut his delegation vms rather sceptical at the 
Comnittee '' s recommendation 1vith respect to overprogramming. There was a danp;er 
that the 20 per cent overprogramming rate currently being used might lead to an 
increase of resources by a similDr :oercentage if all scheduled meetings were held. 
Instead of that recommendation, his deler;ation vrould prefer to see an effective 

I ... 
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and expanded Department of Conference Services take over full responsibility for 
arranginc, all scheduled conferences and ensuring that_ action -vras taken in good 
time to cancel meetinc;s before resources could be vrasted, 

61. He requested the Secretariat to provide all members of the Committee with a 
list of all meetings scheduled for 1979 which had not been held, together with 
reasons vhy each had been cancelled, had started late or had ended early. He 
further requested an assurance that such information would be provided, as a matter 
of course, in the future. A status report should also be provided on the 
additional meetings or changes in the calendar approved by the Committee on 
Conferences in paragraph 12 of its report. He uondered whether the Secretary-· 
General uas still confident that the expenditure involved could be met from 
available resources for the biennium 1980-1981. 

J/Tr. LOSCI-INER (Federal Republic of Germany), expressinr; appreciation for the 
110rl;. of on Conferences, said that the Secretary·- General's intention 
-t:;o continue implementing overprogramrning should be encouraged. Houever, the use 
of the expression :maximum overproe;ramming'; in parac;raph 70 of the Committee 1 s 
report (A/35/32) might lead to misunderstanding and the distortion of the intended 
results. Overprograrnming, like any programminc; or planning, could tie up 
resources. 

Given the fact that about one third of the time allotted to United Nations 
bodies vras vrasted ovring to late starts" early endings or cancellation of meetings, 
his delec;ation ,joined the appeal of the Chairman of the Fifth Committee for 
punctuality. It was interested in lmowing the results of the consultations 
conducte~[ between the Committee on Conferences and the subsidiary bodies mentioned 
in annex II of its report, and of any efforts to establish a formal link between 
the CoJ11Jllittee on Conferences and the Ad Hoc Corn1ni ttee on Subsidiary Organs. 'l'he 
emphasis of the latter on greater efforts to schedule meetinc;s on a biennial basis 
1-ras a step in the right direction Hhich, it was hoped, -vrould result in an actual 
reduction in the number of meetings. 

64. Efforts to control and limit documentation, including the 32-page rule and 
the principle of dispensing -vrith summary records for subsidiary bodies, -vmuld have 
to be pursued. In addition, the implementation of recomr.1enclation 7 of the 
Committee on Conferences might contribute considerably to improving the vrorl;: of the 
General Assembly itself. 

65. Given the increasing number of special conferences, his delec;ation 
appreciated the efforts made by the Secretariat to produce the guidelines contained 
in recommendation 3 of the Committee on Conferences. In principle, al 
conferences should not be convened and preparatory committees should not be 
established if appropriate intergovernmental machinery already existed in the 
United Nations system and Governments should refrain fron creating new Secretariat 
machinery. 

/ ... 
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66. He noted that two conferences would have to be incorporated into the draft 
revised calendar of conferences and meetings contained in document A/35/32/Add.l, 
namely the global negotiations and the tenth session of the Third United Nations 
Conference on the law of the Sea. The latter would presumably require a certain 
degree of rescheduling of other meetings~ and his delegation therefore supported 
recommendation 9 of the Committee on Conferences. He said that he would appreciate 
it if the Secretariat could inform the Committee 1-rhich meetings it envisaged 
rescheduling and what financial implications that would have. 

67. f:Ir. RAKAU (German Democratic Republic) stated that the report of the Committee 
on Conferences (A/35/32) showed that it had not totally fulfilled its mandate under 
General Assembly resolution 32/72; yet, it had been attending to matters which 
should be the exclusive responsibility of the Secretariat. As long as that 
situation persisted, any change in the Committee's terms of reference could not be 
considered. 

68. The method of overprogramming had proved successful and, given that, on 
average, one third of the time allotted to United Nations bodies had not been 
utilized because of late starts, early endings, or cancellation of scheduled 
meetings 9 a further increase in the overprogramming rate was realistic. However, 
overprogramming had to be accompanied by exact planning of required capacity and 
the full utilization of the conference resources allotted. He wondered why the 
latter question would not be considered until the biennium 1982-1983. The time was 
perhaps ripe for allocating to those organs, committees and other bodies where the 
greatest waste had been recorded only the average of funds actually utilized. 

69. vlith respect tc the control and limitation of documentation, the decisions 
already taken .should. not be undermined. Reports which did not comply with the 
32~page rule should remain the exception; the financial situation of the 
Organization called for economy. His delegation supported the call for adequate 
explanations of any delays in issuing documents. However, explanations alone were 
insufficient; Member States were right to expect that the causes would be 
eliminated, and that the necessary documents would be made available without delay 
in all >TOrking languages • 

10. The trend towards an ever-growing number of special conferences should be 
halted, and his delegation therefore supported the draft resolution contained in 
paragraph 70 of the report of the Committee on Conferences and the proposed 
guidelines on the preparation, organization and servicing of special conferences. 
Whenever a special conference was proposed, due consideration should be given to 
the contribution that it could be expected to make to the fulfilment of the 
Organization's main objective of strengthening peace and international security. 
Special conferences should only be convened if no other appropriate bodies existed 
to deal with the subject, and they must not lead to an enlargement of the United 
Nations Secretariat, even temporarily. Many of the problems could be dealt witb by 
the specialized agencies. 

71. His delegation was ready to adopt all the recommendations submitted by the 
Committee on Conferences. 

I . .. 
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72. Lastly, he expressed congratulations to the delegation of the Soviet Union on 
the successful completion of a record space flight by two Soviet cosmonauts. 

73. Mr. BOYADJIEV (Bulgaria) expressed his delegation's support for the 
recommendations of the Committee on Conferences, particularly with respect to the 
continuation of the practice of overprogramming. Full implementation of the 
recommendations contained in the report (A/35/32 and Add.l) would lead to optimum 
distribution of resources for conferences and meetings and to a reduction in 
operational costs, thereby having a positive effect on the United Nations budget 
as a whole. 

74. His delegation fully supported broader co-operation between the Committee on 
Conferences and the relevant organs of the United Nations, together with consistent 
implementation of all measures adopted at previous sessions to enhance the 
effectiveness of conferences and meetings. It was pleased to note the positive 
results of overprogramming, and would continue to support all constructive proposals 
designed to remove the shortcomings which impaired the effective organization of 
conferences and burdened the budget. It supported the measures taken by the 
Economic and Social Council with respect to the duration of conferences and meetings 
and the control and limitation of documentation. The Main Committees could help the 
Corrilldttee on Conferences by studying thoroughly the problem of the number and 
duration of special conferences and requests for additional conferences not 
initially scheduled. 

75. There was currently a balanced distribution of conference resources among the 
five basic areas of activity of the Organization. To upset that balance would have 
serious consequences for the Organization and would be a violation of the Charter. 
There had, unfortunately, been cases in the past where priority had been given to 
non-basic areas of activity. The Committee on Conferences should therefore consider 
a system which would guarantee the optimum balanced distribution of conference 
resources, should examine the Organization's future needs, and should prepare 
recommendations to ensure improved co-ordination, pursuant to section II, 
paragraph 3, of General Assembly resolution 3351 (XXIX). In adopting decision 
33/417, the General Assembly had taken a first positive step. The establishment of 
rigid limits on conference resources would encourage Member States and the 
Secretariat to redefine activities that were obsolete or of marginal usefulness, so 
that resources could be released for other areas of activity. 

76. His delegation supported the recommendations contained in chapter VIII of the 
report of the Committee on Conferences, as well as the proposal that the need for 
effectiveness and economy should be reflected in a General Assembly resolution. It 
believed that the recommendations could be even more detailed, especially in regard 
to the full utilization of the conference resources of the Secretariat in servicing 
special conferences and the implementation of scientific workload standards for 
conference servicing staff. 

I . .. 
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AGENDA ITJ~M 90 : FINANCIAL REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS , AIJD REPORTS OF THE BOARD OF 
AUDITORS (continued) 

(a) UNITED NATIONS (cont~med) (A/35/5, vols. I-IV, A/35/437) 

77. Mr. P ALAMARCHlJK (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that when the 
Com:.m.ittee had considered the financial reports and accounts of the United Nations, 
a number of q_uf.•stions had been raised about the title "Controller~<. In that 
context, his delegation requested that the Under-Secretary~General for 
Administration, Finance and Management should be asked to give detailed 
clarifications both orally and in a written statement. 

78 · 'Ite CHAIRMA]\T assured -~he representative of thP Soviet Union that note had been 
taken of his req_uest. 

The meeting rose at 1.05 p.m. 




